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 ABSTRACT
 The present paper deals with a general ideology, hard-
 ware architecture, and some aspects of software filling of
 the mobile adaptive simulator aircraft of an aircraft. This
 simulator provides the pilotage and combat application
 skills maintenance, pre-flight training and forthcoming,
 flight mission image formation on the board of his "native"
 aircraft with "native" habitual cockpit environment and
 controls. Proposed idea has been already realized and
 demonstrated during International Aviaspace saloon in
 Zhukovskiy, Russia in 1997 and 1999 on board of the
 modern combat aircraft. The paper describes also the
 results of preliminary testing of this analogue of embed-
 ded training system, contains the pilots' and experts' esti-
 mates. In conclusion authors discuss a helpfulness of
 such system and its economical efficiency."
 INTRODUCTION
 It's well known that the pilots of modern high-maneuver-
 able a/c objectively have a lot of difficulties, which accom-
 pany the process of huge volume quick-changing
 information reception, its storing, processing, and rele-
 vant decision making. This is the reason that the majority
 of flight accidents today occurs due to the pilots' faults
 (without failures of material part), and moreover -- due to
 piloting errors (control actions).
 The use of a CA is characterized by the following major
 operative-tactical factors:
 • unpredictability of operative-tactical conditions;
 • repeated and sudden leavings for the new airbases;
 • intensive flow of operative-reconnaissance informa-
 tion, which causes the continuos retargeting and dic-
 tates new missions development necessity.
 * AAAS Corresponding Member. Currently holds a National
 Research Council Research Associateship at Ν PS.
 A routine of daily pilots' combat preparation according to
 MFP includes the following items:
 • common flight preparation;
 • preliminary flight preparation;
 • flight preparation.
 And at each step pilots use the different training means
 (Figure 1).
 O  the top of this hierarchical pyramid is obviously flight
 preparation. But the quality of preparations to flights is
 determined in many aspects by the quality of pilots
 ground preparation. Thus, the important role is played by
 th  quality of means and their ability to maintain the high
 quality of pre-flight preparation in conditions of separate
 basing from the stationary airbases.
 That is why the built in onboard equipment and integrated
 with it means providing ground and even air training
 called ET [1] is considered to be the most perspective
 means for such purposes.
 Since the creation of ET means is very difficult and
 expensive the present paper describes the hardware
 architectural solution and corresponding software of inex-
 pensive specialized mobile adaptive training system,
 which assists the pilots' in training before the concrete
 flight, helps them in choosing of appropriate optimal deci-
 sions, and provides their confidence in success of forth-
 coming flight mission. The software of this training
 system can be considered also as onboard PSS forerun-
 ner [3].
 SpMATS APPLICABILITY AND GENERAL
 DESCRIPTION
 The developed SpMATS, which is specialized simulator
 of "built-in" type, is intended to maintain the training of the
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 complex of problems of CA application in cabin of real a /
 c, which is under the current but without engines inclu-
 sion [4].
 The necessity of training in CA's cabin is caused by the
 complexity of ACS, the controls of which are placed in
 CA's cockpit on four separate panels, stick (control col-
 umn or side stick) and throttle. Not less than 60 elements
 of ACS include buttons, toggle switches, galet-switches,
 etc.
 The fulfillment of training of forthcoming test-combat
 tasks in a/c cabin allows the pilots to maintain very unsta-
 ble and quickly lost skills of arms application. Besides
 there is an opportunity of forthcoming task fulfillment not
 only "theoretically", but also with involving of DCD, simu-
 lation of the "flight" along forthcoming route and AMD
 application, etc. Doing so a pilot deals with the real a/c's
 controls, and can train both independently and within the
 group of a/c.
 SpMATS which block-scheme is shown on Figure 2
 includes the local network of two PC, the flat color moni-
 tor as PVS and connecting cables. The link of real CA
 into the mobile training system and accommodation of
 the flat color monitor in a/c cockpit are shown on Figure
 3.
 The flat color monitor is mounted in front of the pilot in a/c
 cockpit. So pilot can observe a virtual outside cabin
 three-dimensional space, synthetic targets, basic devices
 and indicators of desk panel, as well as all graphic
 images of UIS corresponding to the current flight mode,
 state of armaments system and dynamics of their appli-
 cation. The pilot operates with the plane (model of plane)
 and armaments system (model of armaments system) by
 regular controls without start of engines.
 Using the PC of control TI has possibility not only to
 supervise the training process, but also to participate in it
 as instructor (co-pilot) or opponent. He also can intro-
 duce any disturbances, a/c' systems failures and fictive
 damages, new targets, etc.
 Figure 1 . The hierarchy of the pilots' training
 Figure 2. SpMATS block-scheme
 Figure 3. Real a/c as a part of the mobile training system; accommodation of the flat color monitor in the cockpit
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 The use of CA and additional equipment provides an
 opportunity of training of armaments application against
 the air and ground-based targets without completions of
 onboard systems with the use of their regular sockets
 and basic usual controls.
 APPLICATION OF SpMATS FOR AT
 PREPARATION OF CA PILOTS TO FLIGHTS
 Basically SpMATS provides the training of a complex of
 problems connected with work of ACS and some corre-
 sponding subsystems. These problems are as follows:
 • search, detection and identification of the air and
 ground-based targets;
 • application of the available armament (missiles, gun,
 bombs) against different targets;
 • in-flight refueling training;
 • training of pair and squadron of a/c, equipped with
 SpMATS, etc.
 SpMATS allows also to control the training process by TI,
 to review and analyze the real flight data and training
 results.
 One of the basic dignities of such training method is imi-
 tation of U IS images with real native controls at various
 stages of a/c and its armaments application.
 The examples of U IS graphic images developed for Su-
 27 "Flanker" are demonstrated on Figures 4-6. By the
 way, the mode of attack of optically-visible target into the
 front hemisphere and built-in airgun shooting in the asyn-
 chronous mode (shown on Figure 6) is the most transient
 at AMD utilization, and requires constant training for its
 successful use in fight.
 Figure 4. Monitor images during take-off (a) and aerodrome approach (b)
 Figure 5. The mode of ACS during guided missile launch preparation (a) and moment of its start-up (b)
 Figure 6. Monitor images during optically visible target capture (a) and airgun application (b)
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 Training with the help of SpMATS can be carried out:
 • at preliminary preparation during time determined by
 CBPF requirements of combat preparation for solu-
 tion of typical tasks;
 • at pre-flight preparation for the rather short period of
 time which is necessary for studying of concrete
 forthcoming test/combat task.
 SpMATS can be used:
 • in the airbases which have not been equipped with
 corresponding complex and procedural simulators or
 at their faults and breakdowns;
 • both by CA and by the a/c with the limited or contin-
 ued resource of glider, engines, gears, etc.;
 • both with TI and without TI (in the second case the
 pilot defines the contain and degree of complexity of
 solving tasks himself).
 For the group training of a/c parked not close to each
 other it should be used the SDE between a/c. SDE can
 include connecting cables, network equipment, special
 radio-channel protocol. In case of joint training of a pair of
 close parked a/c it can be used the usual local network
 with the common protocol. In this case (shown on Figure
 7) with the help of PC No.3 TI can supervise both pilots.
 At group training it becomes possible the air combat
 (dogfight) training. Moreover it's very easy to change the
 model of own and enemy's a/c to simulate the combat
 between the a/c with different aerodynamically and tacti-
 cal characteristics.
 For the majority of training it's enough to have an inex-
 pensive flat monitor. But of course in case of air-combat
 training it should be used more powerful PVS, namely
 helmet color displays with positioning systems like SIM
 EYE 40 (60) of Kaiser Ltd., USA or "virtual reality
 glasses" like VIM, model P10-18-SY-NO of Paradigm
 Simulation Ltd., etc.
 Basic training with the use of SpMATS can be carried out
 at the day of AT preliminary preparation and at parking
 days, when except the a/c preparation there are per-
 formed:
 • goal surveys and checks;
 • training with the flight staff;
 • testing of AT and ETS to flights readiness.
 The basic onboard equipment involved in the training pro-
 cess and spending its resource, is:
 • ACS;
 • a/c control system (stick, throttle, pedals);
 • onboard registration system;
 • hydro-system;
 • power supply system.
 The basic parameter of a/c durability is its assigned
 resource. The purpose of which establishment is the
 maintenance of compulsory advance phase-out of a/c (its
 unit) as required, proceeding from requests of flight
 safety or economic feasibility. For the majority of the
 basic units and a/c components the resource is estab-
 lished on conditions of weariness durability, i.e. operating
 time allowed in operation, from a condition of practical
 absence of weariness destruction (operation on a safe
 resource).
 The set of forth above systems involved into the training
 process doesn't enter in the existing a/c's resource
 report. Place and time of training - the stage of a/c pre-
 flight and preliminary preparation, and also the park
 days, when all necessary conditions of a/c functioning
 are performed, are established accordingly to the request
 of preparation of crews (MEAM-90):
 • plane is under the current;
 • pilots carry out a flight preparation in a/c cabins, but
 more purposefully under the management of direct
 commander.
 Figure 7. The scheme of SpMATS application for group training
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 The duration of all kinds of flight reparation and also the
 set of necessary means are determined on the basis of
 directive or typical time-norms in view of basing condi-
 tions, qualification and completeness of corresponding
 personal, presence of material means.
 Preparation of a/c and training equipment for pilots train-
 ing is carries out by ETS in the day of work on AT. Flight
 crews training is organized and carried out by senior pilot
 staff.
 All works on the plane are executed from the sanction of
 a/c engineer and at his presence.
 The responsibility for a technical condition and organiza-
 tion of operation of specialized simulators is assigned to
 the experts in those systems, which are involved into the
 training process. Hence, the responsibility for SpMATS
 operation and application should be given to the experts
 in aviation and radio-electronic equipment.
 Thus the utilization of SpMATS does not require any
 changes of organizing-regular structure of CA regiments.
 On a tentative estimation the minimum quantity of
 SpMATS sets for the one air regiment makes 6-7 units (2
 sets in squadrons, 1-2 sets - in computer class and 2 sets
 in reserve, on a case of failures in squadrons and for
 cases of an operative leaving for new location).
 It's proposed to have the following organization of
 SpMATS technical operation:
 • to establish the warranty periods of a service and
 resources;
 • to make the decision on repairing works on the basis
 of the analysis of systems' technical condition (the
 contents of works are determined by the regiment
 commission);
 • to operate with equipment due to its current condition
 with periodic checks of reliability level, which within
 the limits of warranty period is carried out not rarely
 than once per year;
 • to carry out the technical operation up to the limiting
 condition characterized by significant increase of
 malfunctions;
 • to form the complete set of spare parts from restored
 CUU of the 1st sort and CDU of the 2nd sort (sub-
 block, plates, etc.).
 The main feature of SpMATS is its mobility, which pro-
 vides operative (no more than 30 minutes) installation/
 dismounting of simulator elements on CA and training of
 concrete forthcoming mission. This allows the pilots to
 maintain very unstable and quickly vanishing skills of a/c
 and its armaments application.
 Not less important SpMATS property is its adaptation,
 since it uses unified information channels of OCS. To the
 date SpMATS has been already implemented on three
 modifications of Su-27 "Flanked (monadic, twofold and
 ship variant), MiG-29 "Fulcrum" (Figure 8), and also on
 the transport An-72. The switching of a/c models and
 drivers takes not longer than 10-15 minutes.
 Another adaptiveness option permits to switch quickly to
 another PVS (from flat color monitors to liquid crystal pro-
 jectors or virtual reality helmets) or to use a set of moni-
 tors mounted together. Virtual images of outside cabin
 environment and graphics can be adapted for concrete
 tactical tasks of particular a/c subdivision and its geo-
 graphical location.
 The wide opportunities of SpMATS utilization during inde-
 pendent preparation within the common flight preparation
 are opened when each pilot can study the plan of flight
 preparation for forthcoming month, to prepare the neces-
 sary data, help materials, and mainly ~ the all documents
 including all items of information with cards, using DCD in
 GIS-shell, database on the air and ground-based targets,
 and also graphic schemes of flight tasks fulfillment.
 Figure 8. Example of monitor image for MiG-29 a/c
 Another feature of SpMATS is the capability of real time
 analysis of already performed flight or training either
 directly onboard the a/c by pilot itself, or in any suitable
 room with use of the same SpMATS elements (computer
 and visualization system) by group of pilots. The informa-
 tion about all training (all exercises) being performed by
 all pilots can be stored in SpMATS database and be
 available for analysis of tendencies of AMD application
 skills change.
 SOME FEATURES OF SpMATS INTELLECTUALIZED
 SOFTWARE
 SpMATS software includes [5]: the algorithms and pro-
 grams describing complete 6-DOF mathematical model
 of a/c movement on the ground and in the air (the object-
 oriented approach allows to change the a/c type rather
 quickly); the models of its subsystems (locator, head-up
 display, armaments system, engine system, etc.); the
 model of standard atmosphere and different wind distur-
 bances; the algorithms and programs of outside cabin
 virtual reality generation and visualization, the programs
 of cockpit desk drawing; special algorithms of PSS, pro-
 viding a real-time calculation of the near-optimal recom-
 mended trajectories for different maneuvers and their
 following visualization as the "road-in-the-sky" [6].
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 This software allows to simulate dynamics of a/c spatial
 movement In real time scale with the high degree of affin-
 ity of both simulated a/c dynamics and virtual reality of
 Inside and outside cockpit conditions to real objects.
 Thus it provides both pilotage training and goal utilization
 of SpMATS.
 Mentioned PSS algorithms provide short-cut time optimi-
 zation with help of several "fast" modifications of direct
 method of variational calculus [7], This ideology Is Imple-
 mented for such more or less long-term maneuvers as:
 take-off and climbing, flight on a route, surface-based tar-
 get attack, guidance on moveable object, air-combat,
 descent and landing.
 It's supposed that all particular tasks (except enroute
 flight where special original global optimum search
 methodics are used) have been preliminary formalized in
 order to form the grid of calculation nodes; then the varia-
 tional trajectory task by means of appropriate modifica-
 tion of direct method at the powerful stationary
 computers have been solved In this nodes. Obtained dur-
 ing solution parameters (only a few for each trajectory!)
 defining the reference near-optimal trajectories have
 been stored in the image of "zero guesses banks".
 During real flight preparation for real strategic and/or tac-
 tic environment (defining the boundary conditions and
 phase coordinates restrictions) for real a/c configuration
 (with accounting of its subsystems and even pilot current
 state [8])**, that gives the set of controls' limitations, the
 concrete bank is being chosen; the following multi-dimen-
 sional interpolation is being executed; and with the help
 of zero approximation, determined from the bank, the
 concrete optimizational task is being solved in acceler-
 ated scale of time (it takes approximately 1 -2% from tra-
 jectory time itself for Pentium-133 processor).
 Reconstructed by this way trajectory is presented to the
 pilot as a cognitive image on display for its following
 tracking (Figure 9) [8]. Road is equipped with appropriate
 wayside signs like "Throttle on", 'Throttle off', "Fire",
 "Drag flaps", "Gears", etc.
 The utilization of road-in-the-sky prompt for pilot's training
 permits to have a qualitatively new conditions for control
 skills obtaining and maintenance. In fact, this assistance
 act as a smart instructor.
 APPROBATION OF SpMATS ON COMBAT A/C
 AND PROSPECT OF ITS IN-CORPORATION
 For the first time SpMATS elements were checked up on
 Su-27 in complex testing with information-analytical sys-
 tem of real time "Stork" in ATDC in the period from June
 26th till August 18th, 1997 (Figure 10). In total it was per-
 formed 14 texts (both on single and twofold versions of a/
 c) with the general operating time exceeding ten 10
 hours.
 ** SpMATS software allows to simulate the set of different
 faults and damages.
 ATDC pilots, Heroes of Russia, Bichkov A.A. and Kutuzov
 A.N., gave the estimation of SpMATS serviceability and
 efficiency. They have been evaluating its potential oppor-
 tunities and have made a number of serious remarks and
 recommendations for their improvement.
 After significant hardware and program completions and
 additional testiness of SpMATS by CA pilots and engi-
 neers of various specialties it was prepared 'The Certifi-
 cate on Special Nature Researches of Experimental
 Sample of Mobile Adaptive Training System" authorized
 on 10/09/97 by the Deputy of the Russian Air Force Com-
 mander - Engineer-in-Chief of Russian Air Force. Among
 others it was marked the following:
 • it's possible to use the CA as an element of the
 mobile adaptive specialized (procedural) training sys-
 tem to maintain the pilot's skills of a/c control and full-
 scale UIS graphic images recognition at all stages of
 flight;
 • it's recommend to step-by-step escalating of special
 software in order to create the universal specialized
 simulator for maintenance of full-scale skills of arma-
 ments system control;
 • the mobile adaptive training system has no ana-
 logues both in Russian Air Force and abroad consid-
 ering its technical characteristics and potential
 opportunities
 • SpMATS could become a component of uniform sys-
 tem of CA application training with the goal of flight
 safety and combat efficiency increase.
 From August 19th till 24th, 1997 SpMATS was demon-
 strated on MACS-97 on the ship variant of Su-33 (Figure
 11a). About 70 foreign aviation experts including pilots
 have been evaluating this training system in operation.
 The main opinion of professionals was that SpMATS pos-
 sesses with a high efficiency regardless of its simplicity.
 The more detailed estimation of piloting and quality of
 graphic images of SpMATS were carried out by the pilots
 of Sukhoy Design Bureau: Votintsev I.V., Pugatchov V.G.,
 Solovjov I.E., Tsoj O.G. They marked the following:
 • graphic information is perceived and understood
 habitually and rather easily;
 • proposed structure of the graphic information (three-
 dimensional outside cockpit virtual environment,
 basic devices of the panel desk, images and labels of
 UIS) basically is sufficient;
 • a/c 6-DOF model and controls' outputs basically
 match the real parameters of flight on all its stages
 (including take-off and landing modes);
 • positive feature of the designed training system is its
 adaptiveness to pilots' remarks (software can be
 tuned immediately);
 • it's possible to use SpMATS as a specialized simula-
 tor for receiving and improvement of pilots' profes-
 sional skills according to acting instructions;
 • the flight preparation agrees with MFO.
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 Figure 9. Examples of piloting at different stages of flight with the road-in-the-sky assistance (take-off (a), enroute flight
 (b), surface-based target attack approach (c), descent and landing (d))
 Figure 10. SpMATS testing in ATDC
 Figure 1 1 . SpMATS on board of Su-33 during MACS-97 (a) and deck MÍG-29K (b)
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 As the recommendation for the further modernization of
 SpMATS they marked that it should be considered the
 possibility of fact-finding flights above unfamiliar territory
 training and the training of operations from the airdromes
 which haven't been equipped with the regular complex
 simulators.
 The universality of CA's OCS allows to implement
 SpMATS on board of another a/c such as MiG-21-93,
 MiG-23, Su-24, Su-37, etc. For instance, from July 1st till
 1 5th, 1 998 SpMATS testing was carried out on board of
 MiG-29 (Figure 11b). In general pilots gave the same
 positive marks.
 Positive estimation of SpMATS during MACS-97 and
 ATSC shows have been given also by main designers of
 Su-27 and MiG-29 and high-level staff of Russian Air
 Force, including its Commander and his Deputies.
 POTENTIAL ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY FROM
 SpMATS UTILIZATION
 For estimation of potential economic efficiency of
 SpMATS utilization it can be considered the well-known
 index - CER, showing the quantity of saved time
 depending on time spent on simulator:
 C£/ř = (4-4í)S-1, (1)
 where: A is a time in FV without simulator,
 As is a time in FV after simulator,
 S is a time, spent in simulator.
 For various kinds of flight preparation (basic visual flight,
 imitation of combat actions against ground-based targets,
 blind flight on devices, flight with engines' faults, etc.)
 CER changes from -0.4 up to 1 .9 with the average mean
 equal 0.48. The averaged data shows that in comparison
 with the pilots not using simulators the pilots who use
 them for flight preparation make adequate decisions
 onboard the real a/c faster.
 For offered SpMATS the quantity of saved flight time
 makes not less than double norm of time spent on simu-
 lator, i.e. As = A-2S-
 During 8-10 minutes at pre-flight preparation with the
 help of SpMATS pilot can execute any exercise on arma-
 ments application up to 5 times, and to receive immedi-
 ately a quantitative estimation of misses during imitation
 of shooting from the gun, launching of guided and
 unguided missiles and bombing.
 Considering, that entire flight mission of CA terms
 approximately 45 minutes, and that as a rule in one flight
 no more than two approaches on target attack are per-
 formed (that is actually a pilot spend no more than only
 two minutes on armaments system control), it's possible
 to conclude, that 8-10 minute activities of a pilot with the
 SpMATS at the stage of pre-flight preparation is equiva-
 lent to 4-5 flights or 3-3.75 hours of a/c flight operation.
 The estimated cost of one hour of a/c like MiG-29 flight
 operation makes $3,000, whereas the costs of training
 with SpMATS makes no more than 1 % from the cost of
 real flight training - the cost of one hour of PC and PVS
 functioning makes less than $100.
 Hence, the training of one pilot with the use of SpMATS
 at the stage of pre-flight preparation can be estimated as
 economies of $9,000-1 1 ,250.
 At the stage of preliminary preparation, which is executed
 during all working day, the pilot with the help of SpMATS
 can perform different exercises on a/c goal application
 practically without any time constrains, training up his
 skills on particular exercise up to automatism, and putting
 itself in more and more difficult conditions.
 Considering 16-20 minute activity of each pilot with the
 SpMATS to be equivalent to 8-10 flights, for eight hour
 working days 12 pilots of one squadron in view of several
 20-minute breaks can save $21 6Ό00-270Ό00.
 The main role in economy belongs to expenditure of a/c
 resources (plane, engines, fuel, etc.).
 If to take into account the economy from SpMATS appli-
 cation for combat tasks training (economy at the expense
 of missiles and other armaments cost, the cost of air and
 ground educational targets, etc.), the total economy from
 SpMATS application will increase at least at 5 times and
 will make not less than 1 .08-1 .35 million dollars for one
 training day.
 Of course one should remember that in comparison with
 SpMATS use the real flight is also characterized by risk
 for crewmembers lives (application of radio electronic
 counteraction means, low-altitude flight, etc.). So the real
 economy would be much greater.
 CONCLUSION
 On the basis of the data of experimental researches per-
 formed on a/c of various types and opinions of experts it's
 possible to ascertain, that the developed mobile cockpit-
 transformed simulator without completions of onboard
 systems, with the use of regular sockets and basic con-
 trols, directly in a/c cockpit provides the training of an
 extensive complex of pilotage and battle application
 tasks, and ensures an a/c control and adequate precog-
 nition of UIS graphic images skills maintenance.
 Pilots interviewing confirm its serviceability and expedi-
 ency of use in air regiments. The fairly low cost of
 SpMATS can ensure it prevalence as well as the parallel
 goal training of a single pilot, of a pair of pilots and of
 pilots of squadron.
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 ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS
 A/C (a/c): aircraft;
 AAD: anti-air defense;
 ACS: armaments control system;
 AMD: air means of defeat;
 T: aviation technique;
 ATDC: aviation technique demonstration center
 (Cubinka airbase, Russia);
 CA: combat aircraft;
 CBPF: course of combat preparation of fighters;
 CER: carry effectiveness ratio;
 CUU: constructive-uninstall units;
 DCD: digital cards of district;
 DOF: degree of freedom;
 ET: embedded training;
 ETS: engineer-technical staff;
 FV: flight vehicle;
 GIS: geo-information system;
 MACS: Moscow Aero-Cosmic Saloon being held in
 Zhukovskiy, Moscow region biennially in
 August;
 MEAM: manual on engineer-air maintenance;
 MFO: manual on flights operation;
 MFP: manual on flights production;
 OCS: objective control system;
 PC: personal computer;
 PSS: pilot's intellectual support system;
 PVS: pilot's visualization system;
 SDE: system of data exchange;
 SpMATS: mobile adaptive training system;
 TI: training instructor;
 UIS: uniform indication system.
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